Rational choice theory assumes optimality in decision-making. Violations of a basic axiom of economic rationality known as "Independence of Irrelevant Alternatives" (IIA) have been demonstrated in both humans and animals and could stem from common neuronal constraints. Here we develop tests for IIA in the nematode Caenorhabditis elegans, an animal with only 302 neurons, using olfactory chemotaxis assays. We find that in most cases C. elegans make rational decisions. However, by probing multiple neuronal architectures using various choice sets, we show that violations of rationality arise when the circuit of olfactory sensory neurons is asymmetric. We further show that genetic manipulations of the asymmetry between the AWC neurons can make the worm irrational. Last, a context-dependent normalization-based model of value coding and gain control explains how particular neuronal constraints on information coding give rise to irrationality. Thus, we demonstrate that bounded rationality could arise due to basic neuronal constraints.
D ecision-making is a crucial process that enables organisms to flexibly respond to environmental demands in changing conditions. The choice process has been extensively studied in humans, but it is a general phenomenon extending to the simplest of organisms. A basic assumption in neoclassical theories of choice is that choosers are consistent in their choices. Consistency in choices is the underlying axiom that defines rational behavior 1 .
Normative models of decision-making, such as rational choice theory in economics and foraging theory in ecology, assume optimality in the behavior of individual choosers. Their core principle is utility maximization, which assumes that choosers act to maximize an internal measure of satisfaction. Economists originally proposed that decisions rely only on the outcome probability and magnitude or expected value. However, this simple model fails to describe how human choosers actually behave, leading to the idea that choosers instead transform an expected value into an internal subjective value 2 . While subjective value-based theories can explain behavioral phenomena, such as risk preferences and delay discounting, those normative theories rely on the assumption of consistent choices, and empirical violations of rationality fall outside of their scope.
Humans 3, 4 and other animals [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] [11] can behave irrationally in many contexts. The neuronal mechanisms that lead to irrational behaviors are still unknown. Failures of "rationality", i.e., inconsistent preferences, may reflect the implementation of decisionmaking in biological nervous systems facing intrinsic physical and metabolic constraints 12, 13 . Despite varying nervous system architectures, all animal tested behave irrationally, suggesting that rationality and deviations from rationality arise from general computational principles rather than specific biological implementations. According to the idea of bounded rationality, the computational or informational load required to make truly optimal decisions exceeds the capacity of our nervous systems 12, 13 . According to bounded rationality, violations of rationality reflect intrinsic constraints in the decision process, such as limited information, finite decision times, and the inherent limitations of information processing with biological systems. While rationality violations are technically suboptimal according to normative theories, such behavior may nevertheless reflect a more general optimization process: irrational choice behavior could be the cost of a more global optimization over both behavior and neural constraints 14 , or may themselves be favored by natural selection 15 .
One central requirement of rationality and stable value functions is independence of irrelevant alternatives, or IIA 16 . According to this axiom, a preference between two options should be unaffected by the number or quality of any additional options, and the relative choice ratio between options A and B (pA/pB) should remain constant regardless of the choice set. However, contextual factors such as choice set size and composition significantly alter animal and human decisions 7, 10, 17, 18 .
To examine the boundaries which lead to irrationality, we established Caenorhabditis elegans nematodes as a model organism for rational decision-making. C. elegans has only 302 neurons, 32 of which are chemosensory neurons, and uses chemotaxis to achieve sophisticated behaviors, including simple forms of ethologically relevant decision-making [19] [20] [21] [22] [23] . Just two pairs of worm amphid sensory neurons, AWC and AWA, are required for chemotaxis toward attractive volatile odors 24 . Specific odors are known to be sensed exclusively by either the AWC or AWA neurons. The two AWC neurons are structurally similar, but functionally distinct from each other and sense different odors 25 . AWC ON detects 2-butanone and acetone, while AWC-OFF detects 2,3-pentanedione [25] [26] [27] [28] [29] .
In the current study, we examine how C. elegans olfactory decision-making depends on the composition of the odorant-defined choice set. We show that in most cases, the worms behave rationally and display consistent choices between two preferred options regardless of the strength of an irrelevant third option. However, asymmetric activation of the AWC neurons by the third odorant can lead to non-optimal decision-making and even preference reversals, which are considered to be "irrational" choices, according to the economic definition of rationality 30, 31 . These findings are consistent with a normalization operation in the computation of odor value during decision-making and suggest that specific instances of choice irrationality arise from specific circuit architectures in C. elegans value processing and choice behavior.
Results
Nonoptimal choice behavior in C. elegans. To investigate if C. elegans exhibits nonoptimal choice behavior, we conducted odor preference tests, as previously described 24, 32 . To find "IIA violations" we measured the relative preference between two attractant spots, in which the most attractive odor A and less attractive odor B were placed, in the presence or in the absence of a third odor C ( Fig. 1a ). By changing the concentrations of the odors used in each test, we controlled which specific odorant would be the most attractive (A), the second best (B), and the irrelevant option (C).
We first used odors which are sensed by a minimal decisionmaking neuronal circuit, by performing choice assays with odors detected exclusively by the two AWC neurons: 2-butanone (odor A), 2,3-pentanedione (odor B), and benzaldehyde (odor C) ( Fig. 1b, Supplementary Fig. 1a and Supplementary Fig. 2 ). In these experiments, the third odor C was sensed by the neurons that sense both odor A and odor B, in a balanced/symmetric way. Namely, since odor C was sensed by both AWC neurons, it could potentially disrupt the sensing of both odor A (sensed only by the AWC ON neuron) and odor B (sensed only by the AWC OFF neuron). We tested the effect that different concentrations of odor C have on the relative preference between A and B. While IIA violations have been observed in a wide variety of organisms [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] [11] , despite numerous repetitions and iterations, we found that in C. elegans the addition of increasing concentrations of odor C did not lead to violations of rationality, as the preference ratio between odors A and B did not change in a statistically significant or physiologically relevant way. Specifically, in no case did odor B become more attractive relative to A ( Fig. 1b and Supplementary Fig. 1a ). We performed additional experiments to test the robustness of this rational behavior, and to validate that it does not depend on a specific odor concentration or the identity of odors A and B. The worms still behaved rationally when we changed the concentrations of 2-butanone and 2,3-pentanedione to make 2,3-pentanedione the most attractive odor (A) and 2butanone the second most attractive odor (B) ( Fig. 1c and Supplementary Fig. 1b ).
In many organisms, the dopaminergic system has a strong effect on decision-making 33, 34 . Therefore, we subjected cat-2 mutants, defective in dopamine synthesis, to the choice task described above. Similarly to wild-type animals, we did not observe any statistically significant differences in the preference between odors A and B in the presence or in the absence of option C ( Supplementary Fig. 3) . These experiments suggest that in C. elegans the lack of dopamine signaling does not lead to IIA violations.
In the experiments described above, all three odorants (A-C) were sensed by just two neurons, AWC ON and AWC OFF . It is possible that this minimal neuronal circuit was "too simple" to give rise to inconsistent behaviors, and irrationality stems from complexity. To increase the complexity of the neuronal circuit underlying the decision process, we tested combinations of odors that are sensed by both AWC and AWA neurons. We started by testing "balanced" third odors C, in the sense that these odors are not sensed preferentially just by the neurons that sense odor A or odor B. We found that increasing the circuit complexity through the addition of another pair of neurons does not lead to inconsistencies in decision-making ( Fig. 1d-f and Supplementary  Fig. 2c-e ). All the results presented above demonstrate that the worm's decision-making process can be consistent and robust at least when the irrelevant alternative is sensed symmetrically, in a balanced way, by the neurons that sense odor A and the neurons that sense odor B. The relative preference for 2-butanone over 2,3-pentanedione is unaffected by increasing concentration of benzaldehyde as a third attractant (two-tailed Wilcoxon signed-ranks test; n = 6). c The relative preference for 2,3-pentanedione over 2-butanone is unaffected by increasing concentration of benzaldehyde as a third attractant (two-tailed Wilcoxon signed-ranks test; n = 6). d, e Introducing AWA-sensed odorants as a third attractant, does not influence the relative preference between 2-butanone and 2,3-pentanedione (two-tailed Wilcoxon signed-ranks test; d n = 8, e n = 6). f Benzaldehyde as a third attractant, does not affect the relative preference between the two AWA-sensed odorants pyrazine and diacetyl (two-tailed Wilcoxon signed-ranks test; n = 6). Two . c In all the violations that we described so far, 2-butanone, sensed specifically by the AWC ON neuron, functioned as odor C, and benzaldehyde, sensed by both AWC neurons, functioned as odor A. d 2,3-pentanedione as a third attractant does not change the relative preference between benzaldehyde and pyrazine (two-tailed Wilcoxon signed-ranks test, n = 6). e 2-butanone as a third attractant does not change the relative preference between 2,3-pentanedione and pyrazine (two-tailed Wilcoxon signed-ranks test, n = 6). f 2-butanone as a third attractant significantly reduced the relative preference for isoamyl-alcohol over pyrazine (two-tailed Wilcoxon signed-ranks test, C = 1/500: W = 14, q = 0.0278; C = 10 −2 : W = 2, q = 0.0005; n = 7). Bars represent the C.I. of odor A. Error bars represent the standard error of the mean C.I. *q < 0.05, **q < 0.01, ***q < 0.001, ****q < 0.0001
Next, we broke the symmetrical pattern of olfactory inputs, to test if asymmetry in the sensing of the different odors can lead to irrational decision-making. In several experiments testing different sets of odors, we found that IIA violations, as well as preference reversals, can occur due to an asymmetric overlap between odors A and C, independently of the number of neurons involved ( Fig. 2a, b ). More specifically, we found that IIA violations can occur when odor C is sensed in an imbalanced manner by the neurons that sense odor A but not odor B. To our knowledge, this is the first demonstration of economic irrationality and IIA violations in C. elegans.
To test whether these conclusions are robust beyond the particular experimental setup, we performed experiments where we ensured that the distance between all three odors and the boundaries of the plate are the same. To do so we used round plates instead of square plates. These experiments showed also that the distance between odor focal points and the radius of the odor focal points do not affect the results ( Supplementary Fig. 4 ). Moreover, to avoid any possible effects of distances, plates sizes, or shapes, we designed a simplified assay, where the worms faced binary choices between odors A and B, and odor C was embedded in the agar plate (see Methods). Again, we observed an IIA violation when we used the same combination of odors (as in Fig. 2a , b) that induces an asymmetric overlap between odors A and C ( Supplementary Fig. 5 ). Thus, the specific neuronal architecture involved in odor sensation, and not the experimental setup, determines whether the worms would behave rationally or not.
In all the violations that we have described so far, 2-butanone, sensed specifically by the AWC ON neuron, functioned as odor C, and benzaldehyde, sensed by both AWC neurons, functioned as odor A. Thus, an alternative explanation to these results is that the violations do not occur from breaking of the symmetry in the odors' sensation but arise instead from a specific interaction between 2-butanone (odor C) and benzaldehyde (odor A) ( Fig. 2c ). When 2,3-pentanedione (an odor sensed by AWC OFF ) served as odor C instead of 2-butanone, the worms behaved rationally ( Fig. 2d and Supplementary Fig. 6a ). It was previously reported that the asymmetry between the two AWC neurons is required for the ability to discriminate between benzaldehyde and 2-butanone. The authors hypothesized that 2-butanone can attenuate benzaldehyde signaling in the AWC ON neuron 28 . Therefore, we conducted different experiments to test if the observed IIA violations stem from specific interactions between 2-butanone and benzaldehyde in the AWC ON neuron. Four lines of evidence suggest that this is not the case, and instead, a general circuit principle of asymmetry in sensation underlies irrationality.
First, when 2-butanone served as either odor A or B, and benzaldehyde served as odor C, no violations were observed (see Fig. 1b , c, Supplementary Fig. 1 and Supplementary Fig. 2a, b) . Thus, the worms do not make inconsistent decisions simply because they cannot distinguish between these two odors.
Second, using 2-butanone as odor C is not enough to make the worms irrational; when 2-butanone serves as odor C, but the circuit was symmetrical, the worms made consistent, rational decisions and did not show IIA violations ( Fig. 2e and Supplementary Fig. 6b ). This shows that 2-butanone cannot be considered as a general "distractor" or "confusant" molecule like the repellent DEET pesticide 35 .
Third, while both benzaldehyde and 2-butanone are attractive odors when presented separately 24 , little is known about the ecology of C. elegans 24, 36, 37 , and it is possible that their combination in the wild is associated with an unattractive or even repulsive substance. In this case, it would be rational for the worm to avoid an unattractive odor, formed by the combination of benzaldehyde and 2-butanone, when both are present on the same plate-it would be a "feature", not a "bug". To test this possibility, we examined if worms prefer benzaldehyde over a mixed combination of benzaldehyde and 2-butanone (see Methods). We found that the combination of 2-butanone and benzaldehyde was more attractive than benzaldehyde alone. The spot that contained both odorants was as attractive as would be expected based on the simple summation of the attractiveness of each of the odors alone ( Supplementary Fig. 7 ). Thus, introducing 2-butanone does not create a new unattractive odor (with benzaldehyde) which could explain the IIA violation that we observed. These results strengthen the hypothesis that the IIA violations occur due to constraints on the neural system-that is, it's a "bug", not a "feature".
Fourth, we found that IIA violations arise also due to exposure to other odors, not just benzaldehyde or 2-butanone, when odor C is sensed asymmetrically by the neurons that sense odor A but not by the neurons that sense odor B. When isoamyl-alcohol was used as odor A instead of benzaldehyde (the two chemicals are sensed by both AWC neurons) and odor C was sensed asymmetrically, we observed an IIA violation as well as irrationality (preference reversal) ( Fig. 2f and Supplementary  Fig. 6c ). Furthermore, when acetone was used as odor C instead of 2-butanone (both are sensed only by the AWC ON neuron) we observed an IIA violation and irrationality (preference reversal) ( Supplementary Fig. 8 ).
In summary, the violations of rationality that we documented do not arise exclusively because of the identity of the two odorants benzaldehyde and 2-butanone but stem from a general property of the asymmetry in the sensation of the odor choices (see Fig. 2 and Supplementary Fig. 6 ). Our data raised the possibility that violations occur only when odors A and C are both sensed by the same neuron.
To test this possibility, we used mutants which have two AWC ON neurons (AWC ON/ON , loss of AWC asymmetry). NSY-1 (Neural SYmmetry) is a mitogen-activated protein kinase kinase kinase which is required for the asymmetric differentiation of the AWC neurons 28 . Nematodes carrying the nsy-1(ky542) allele were shown to have an additional AWC ON neuron instead of the AWC OFF neuron 28 . As expected, these mutants do not perform chemotaxis toward 2,3-pentanedione and are hypersensitive to 2butanone 28 .
If inconsistent decision-making stems from interference between two odors sensed by the same neuron, then having the interference occur in more neurons should increase irrational behavior. Therefore, we tested if mutants which have two AWC ON neurons (AWC ON/ON ) would be more prone to inconsistent decision-making when both odors A and C are sensed by AWC ON . When the AWC ON -sensed odor acetone was used as odor C, AWC ON/ON mutants made more inconsistent decisions in comparison to wild-type worms and showed irrationality (preference reversal between odors A and B) at lower concentrations of odor C compared to the wild-type worms ( Fig. 3a, Supplementary Fig. 9a and Supplementary Fig. 8 ). As with acetone, the "distracting" effect of 2-butanone, when used as odor C, was much stronger in AWC ON/ON mutants compared to wild-type worms, and irrationality (preference reversal) occurred in lower concentrations of odor C (Fig. 3b, Supplementary Fig. 9b and Fig. 2a ).
Note that the AWC ON/ON mutants are hypersensitive to acetone and 2-butanone since they sense these odors using two AWC ON neurons instead of one. Therefore, in relatively low concentrations, these odors instantly became the most attractive odors on the plate ( Supplementary Fig. 9a, b ). However, this does not change the conclusions of our findings, since an IIA violation is defined as a change in the relative preference between odors A and B 16 .
Following these results, we hypothesized that irrationality arises due to interference of odor C with the sensing of odor A. As noted above, in AWC ON/ON mutants, 2-butanone interferes with the sensing of benzaldehyde in the AWC ON neuron 28 . We examined whether acetone, which like 2-butanone induces irrationality and is sensed only by the AWC ON neuron, also disturbs the sensing of benzaldehyde in the AWC ON neuron. Indeed, we found that in AWC ON/ON mutants, acetone interferes with benzaldehyde sensation ( Supplementary Fig. 10 ). Together, all these experiments support the hypothesis that a neuronal overlap in the sensation of multiple competing odors can lead to IIA violations in olfactory choice behaviors.
In cases where irrational behavior occurs due to interference in the AWC ON neuron, "diluting" the role of the AWC ON neuron in the sensation of odor A should "buffer" against AWC ONdependent irrationality. To test this, we used 2,4,5-trimethylthiazole, which is sensed by both the AWC and AWA neurons 24, 25 , as odor A, instead of benzaldehyde or isoamyl-alcohol, which are sensed only by the two AWC neurons. In this setup, the AWC ON neuron comprises only 25% of the neurons that sense odor A, instead of the usual 50%. We examined two odor setups in which the role of AWC ON in the sensation of odor A was reduced, and we did not observe consistent IIA violations in those setups (Fig. 3c, d and Supplementary Fig. 9c, d) . We then used the same experimental setup with AWC ON/ON mutants, in which the AWC ON neurons once again surmise 50% of the neurons that sense odor A. When the role of the AWC ON neuron was reincreased, we did find strong changes in the preference ratio of A vs. B ( Fig. 3e and Supplementary Fig. 9e) . These experiments suggest that the relative weight of the neuron in which the interference occurs in the sensation of odor A affects the tendency to demonstrate inconsistent behavior.
Next, in addition to examining the role of interference in the neuron that senses odor A, we examined the role of the neurons that sense odor C. If inconsistent decision-making stems from interference between odors A and C in the same neuron, then "diluting" the role of this neuron in sensation of odor C should make irrational behavior less likely. To test this, we "expanded" the neuronal circuit that senses the odors (namely involved more neurons in sensation), to dilute the role of AWC ON in the sensation of odor C, while preserving the proportion of neurons that sense each odor. Each of the odors was sensed by twice as many neurons (in comparison to the experiment described in Fig. 2b) . While in the previous experiments that showed a violation odor C was sensed solely by AWC ON , in this setup the AWC ON only comprised 50% of the neurons that sense odor C.
In these experiments, when odor C was sensed also by the AWC OFF neuron, we did not observe any IIA violations, nor did we see any significant changes in the preference of A over B ( Fig. 3f and Supplementary Fig. 9f ). Similarly, when odor C was sensed by the AWA neurons, we did not observe any IIA violations, nor did we see any significant changes in the preference of A over B ( Fig. 3g and Supplementary Fig. 9g ).
We then performed an experiment in this "expanded circuit" setup with AWC ON/ON mutants, in which the AWC ON neurons are once again the only neurons sensing odor C. When the role of the AWC ON neurons was re-expanded to comprise 100% of the neurons sensing odor C, we observed a significant IIA violation ( Fig. 3h and Supplementary Fig. 9h ). Thus, the AWC ON neuron-and its relative involvement in representing odors A and C-contributes specifically to the capacity for rational choice behavior in this paradigm. Next, we examined whether the worms would show IIA violations when odors A and B share a similar set of neurons. We used benzaldehyde (AWC BOTH ) and isoamyl-alcohol (AWC BOTH ) as odors A and B, and 2-butanone (AWC ON ) as odor C. In this setup, when benzaldehyde was odor A and isoamylalcohol was odor B we observed a significant violation and even irrationality (preference reversal) ( Supplementary Fig. 11a ). However, when isoamyl-alcohol was odor A and benzaldehyde was odor B, the worms behaved consistently ( Supplementary Fig. 11b ). We hypothesized that sensation of benzaldehyde is more dependent on the sensing neuron (in this case AWC ON ) in comparison to isoamyl-alcohol. To test this hypothesis, we examined the binary preference between benzaldehyde and isoamyl-alcohol in wild-type worms and in AWC ON/ON mutants. We observed that AWC ON/ON mutants have a significantly higher preference for benzaldehyde compared to the preference of wild-type worms ( Supplementary  Fig. 11c ). Thus, the AWC ON is more important for the sensation of benzaldehyde compared to isoamyl-alcohol, perhaps making the worm more prone to irrational behavior when sensing benzaldehyde (see more below).
Given our behavioral results, we propose a model of pathwayspecific sensory gain control and examine its predictions (Fig. 4) . The essential feature of the model is that at least some neurons in the chemosensory pathway perform a type of sensory gain control analogous to divisive normalization (see Methods). Critically, cross-odorant gain control only occurs when a given neuron is sensitive to more than one odor and both those odors are present at the same time (i.e., in the same choice set). IIA violations are predicted to occur in scenarios when odor C representations overlap with those of odor A but not odor B (asymmetric overlap). Specifically, increasing concentrations of odor C will divisively scale responses to odor A (when A and B are fixed). Odor B representations, being independent of odor C coding, are unaffected by concentrations of C. Thus, the general prediction is that increasing C will decrease the relative preference of A over B.
Our simulations show that the model predicts empirically observed IIA violations in asymmetric overlap scenarios (Fig. 4a ), capturing the decrease in relative preference of A vs. B as C increases. Furthermore, the model can also capture two additional aspects of observed choice: (1) preference reversal of odors A and B, and (2) eventual selection of odor C over odor A. The gain control model also explains why C. elegans display rational choice in other circuit activation scenarios (Fig. 4b, c ). In symmetric overlap scenarios (Fig. 4b ), odor C activates neurons representing both odor A and odor B. Due to symmetric cross-odor normalization in the representations of odors A and B, increasing concentrations of odor C affect both of the computed values of odors A and B equally and relative preference between A and B remains stable. In no-overlap scenarios (Fig. 4c) , odor C is sensed by different chemosensory neurons than those sensing odors A and B. In the model, this translates into the equations for the computed value of odors A and B (R A and R B ; see Methods) carrying no C-related terms in the divisive denominator: the activity representing A and B-and thus the relative preference between the two-is independent of distractor odor C.
With additional circuit-specific clarification, the gain control model explains observed choice behavior in expanded-bandwidth scenarios, where the sensing of odor A involves all four chemosensory neurons ( Fig. 3 and Supplementary Fig. 9 ). The gain control model captures this behavior by positing that crossodor gain control is combined with a weighted sum of representations in all chemosensory neurons detecting a particular odor. Thus, when odor C activates only AWC ON , an odor A (e.g., 2,4,5-trimethylthiazole) sensed by all four chemosensory neurons exhibits gain control effects in only 25% of its representation, while an odor sensed by only AWC ON and AWC OFF (e.g., benzaldehyde) exhibits gain control in 50% of its representation; the model thus predicts a diminished effect of contextual odors on choice behavior in expanded-bandwidth scenarios ( Fig. 2a and Fig. 3c ). Furthermore, consistent with the data, the model predicts ( Fig. 4d ) that AWC ON/ON mutantswhich exhibit the equivalent of two functional AWC ON neurons -should exhibit stronger IIA violations than wild-type worms in identical choice conditions (e.g., when odor C drives crossnormalization in AWC ON neurons).
The principal model features-cross-odor normalization and weighted summation of chemosensory neuron activity-also address a key issue raised by the empirical data. The lack of IIA violations in symmetric overlap scenarios-when odor C drives neurons that represent both odor A and odor B (Fig. 1b, c) suggests that gain control occurs in both AWC neurons. Under the normalization model, this occurs because crossnormalization in both AWC neurons affects the representations of odors A and B similarly (Fig. 4b) . However, the empirical data also suggest a particularly important role for the AWC ON neuron: most of the observed IIA violations involve odor C activation of AWC ON (Fig. 2a, b, f and Fig. 3a, b) , worms display rational choice when odor C drives AWC OFF alone (when odor A is benzaldehyde; Fig. 2d ), and AWC ON/ON mutants show enhanced irrationality (Fig. 3e) . What explains the particular contribution of AWC ON if cross-odor normalization occurs in both AWC neurons? We hypothesize that in the weighted summation of chemosensory neuron activations to compute odor value, there is a relative overweighting of AWC ON vs. AWC OFF output (specifically for benzaldehyde). Under this assumption, the normalization model reproduces the strong IIA violation with odor C AWC ON activation ( Fig. 2a ) and the lack of violation with odor C AWC OFF violation (Fig. 2d ). Furthermore, a strong biased AWC ON weighting for benzaldehyde (and a relatively unbiased weighting for isoamyl-alcohol) also captures (Fig. S12 ) the opposite effects of 2-butanone as odor C on benzaldehyde and isoamyl-NATURE COMMUNICATIONS | https://doi.org/10.1038/s41467-019-11715-7 ARTICLE alcohol ( Supplementary Fig. 11a, b) as well as the difference in binary preference between these two odors in wild-type vs. AWC ON/ON mutants ( Supplementary Fig. 11c ).
Finally, our mathematical model predicts that sensory gain control extends to the AWC OFF neuron. However, all of the IIA violations described thus far are AWC ON -dependent. Therefore, we hypothesized that an IIA violation will also arise when the interference between odors A and C occurs in the AWC OFF neuron, specifically for an odor A with relatively equal weighting of AWC ON and AWC OFF representations, e.g., isoamyl-alcohol. According to the model's predictions, when odor A is isoamylalcohol and odor C is 2,3-pentanedione, a weak IIA violation Fig. 4 Sensory gain control model of chemosensation explains circuit architecture-specific IIA violations. Predicted choice behavior in a divisive normalization model of sensory gain control in C. elegans chemosensation. Odors driving the same chemosensory neuron are assumed to drive cross-odor normalization in neural representation. Simulation parameters were not fit to empirical choice data, but instead were chosen to demonstrate qualitative similarity in behavioral data under different circuit activation patterns. Each combination was simulated for n = 10 6 repetitions. In each combination, the left panel shows the circuit activation pattern, the middle shows the preference index for odor A (relative choice of odors A vs. B), and the right shows the model-predicted preference for the odors. Our results indicate that IIA violations can occur due to an asymmetric overlap between odors "A" and "C". a Model-predicted IIA violations in asymmetric overlap circuit architectures. When odors A and C both activate AWC ON , increasing concentrations of odor C reduce the representation of odor A in the model via cross-odor normalization. The model captures IIA violations with (right) and without (left) preference reversals, both of which are observed in the empirical data. b Model-predicted rational choice behavior in symmetric overlap circuit architectures. In symmetric circuits where odor C activates neurons sensing both odor A and odor B, cross-odor normalization affects the neural representations of both high-value odors. Increasing concentrations of odor C affects the neural representation of odors A and B similarly, and relative preference does not vary. c Model-predicted rational choice behavior in nonoverlap circuit architectures. In these circuits, odors A and C activate distinct chemosensory neurons and no cross-odor normalization occurs in the model. Thus, the neural representations of odors A and B (and the relative choice preference of A over B) do not vary with the concentration of odor C. d Model behavior in expanded-bandwidth circuits. In expanded-bandwidth scenarios, odor A activates both AWC and both AWA neurons. In wild-type worms, cross-odor normalization only affects 25% of the neural representation of odor A and the model predicts weak IIA violations (left). In nsy-1 mutants with two AWC ON neurons, cross-odor normalization affects 50% of the representation of odor A and the model predicts stronger IIA violations (right) should occur (Fig. 5a ). Therefore, we tested this odor combination experimentally, and as predicted by the model, we observed an IIA violation (Fig. 5b ). This suggests that the irrational behavior of the worms does not originate from a special trait of the AWC ON neuron, but is a general phenomenon, which stems from the interference between two odors sensed by the same neuron.
Discussion
In this work, we demonstrate for the first time that even C. elegans, with its extremely minimal nervous system, displays IIA violations in decision-making. In most cases, worms behave rationally. However, IIA violations can occur when the different options are represented in an imbalanced way. This imbalanced representation of odors in the AWC neurons interferes with the sensation of the more preferred odor A, thereby decreasing the relative preference for A over B and potentially inducing an IIA violation. We have shown that increasing or decreasing the number of neurons in which the interference occurs, and the relative role they partake in the sensation of odors A and C, can strengthen or diminish the magnitude of IIA violations respectively. The experiments in this paper support the notion that rational behavior in C. elegans is determined by the neuronal architecture involved in the sensation of odors, and not by the identity of specific odors.
The fact that an extremely simple organism with only 302 neurons displays IIA violations suggests that nonoptimal behavior originates in basic neural mechanisms common to many species. Moreover, these neural mechanisms directly relate to the high-level descriptions that are commonly used to explain nonoptimal behavior in general, and IIA violations in particular, such as "cognitive overload" or "biased attention".
The worm is able to distinguish between different odors efficiently, presumably by using sophisticated signal transduction machinery 38 . Expanding the variety of recognizable odors may have come at the expense of consistent decision-making, which may lead to nonoptimal decision processes. Indeed, in C. elegans, a single neuron can express many different chemoreceptor genes [39] [40] [41] . Evolution may, therefore, have adopted a pattern of increased biochemical complexity to compensate for the lack of neural plasticity and the diminished neuroanatomical complexity ARTICLE in the nematode nervous system 38, 42 . These constraints may render such tradeoffs between olfactory repertoire and decision optimality profitable.
IIA violations could also stem from environmental information available to C. elegans in the wild. Since we lack information about the ecology of the worm, we as observers may be unaware of information such as the probability of disappearance and reappearance of choices. It was shown that the inclusion of such information in behavioral models could favor IIA and transitivity violations in maximization of long-term energy gain 15 .
To facilitate a comparison to existing work on contextdependent preferences in animal and human literature, we framed our experimental and computational findings in terms of stochastic, discrete choice. In this framework, the choice of an individual worm is ascribed based on their ultimate proximity to one of the odors 43 . However, this framing should be viewed as a high-level synthesis of the different low-level behaviors that constitute the chemosensory decision process 24, 44 . Rather than the true concentration of each odor option, individual worms encounter spatially varying concentration gradients. In turn, preference is expressed through a combination of behavioral strategies such as orthokinesis, klinotaxis, and klinokinesis that result in gradient ascent toward preferred odors. Thus, at the fine-grained level, the decisionmaking process is an ongoing, dynamic response to continuously changing stimuli. Given this continuous behavior, the discrete choice IIA framework and normalization model presented here should be viewed as a high-level description of average rather than instantaneous behavior. While not a description of microscopic behavior, this macroscopic framework is likely to be relevant for three reasons: first, the final outcomes realized by choice behavior play a large role in evolutionary fitness and were likely a target of natural selection; second, the lack of IIA violations in most scenarios we tested suggest that macroscopic rationality is a useful description of C. elegans decision-making; and finally, ongoing work suggests that even simple economic choice in monkeys and humans may reflect a dynamic and continuous process [45] [46] [47] .
Our experimental results and normalization-based mathematical model are aligned with previous studies on cortical computation which showed that IIA violations can be explained by a divisive normalization framework 5, 48, 49 . Thus, our work supports the notion that IIA violations are a result of neural constraints carved by evolution to maximize information under limited time and resources 50, 51 , and directly relate to the high-level concept of "bounded rationality" 52 . We propose that understanding the building blocks of choice in an animal with a compact, deciphered, rigid, and stereotypic connectome can shed light on the fundamental biological constraints and principles that generate (non)rational behavior in simple as well as in complex organisms.
These findings and others establish a foundation to use C. elegans to investigate underlying neuronal mechanisms of decision making 23, 44, 53, 54, 55 .
Methods
Strains and husbandry. The strains used in this work: Bristol N2 wild-type, cat-2 (n4547), and nsy-1(ky542). All strains were maintained at 20°C on NGM plates supplemented with the antifungal agent Nystatin and fed with E. coli OP50 56 .
Obtaining synchronized worms ("Egg-prep"). A synchronized population of worms was obtained by employing a standard "egg-prep" procedure 56 .
NGM plates with gravid adults were washed into a 1.5 ml tube with M9 buffer. An egg-prep solution was prepared by mixing 7.5 ml of distilled water, 2 ml of household bleach (5% sodium hypochlorite solution) and 0.5 ml of 10 M NaOH solution. One millilitre of egg-prep solution was added to the tube containing the worms, and were shaken every minute for a total duration of 6 min. The tube was then centrifuged in 8000 RPM for 60 s, aspirated to 0.1 ml, and filled to the top with M9 buffer. This was repeated a total of three times. A Pasteur pipette was used to transfer the eggs to clean NGM plates seeded with E. coli OP50 bacteria.
Chemotaxis assays. Chemotaxis assays were based on classical chemotaxis assays 24, 32 . Unless stated otherwise, assay plates were square 12 × 12 cm dishes containing 30 ml of 1.6% BBL agar (Benton-Dickinson), 5 mM potassium phosphate (pH 6.0), 1 mM CaCI2 and 1 mM MgSO4. Assays in round plates were performed in 9 cm diameter dishes containing 12 ml of the mixture described above. Three marks were made on the back of the plates equidistant from the center of the plate (3 cm) and from each other (5.2 cm). The diluted attractants (1 µl) was placed on the agar over one marks. In the control plates (binary choice), 1 µl of 100% ethanol was placed over the third mark (all attractants were diluted in ethanol). The tested animals were placed at the center of the plate, equidistant from the three marks. Attractants were obtained from Sigma-Aldrich. Pure pyrazine is a solid, so pyrazine dilutions are weight:volume rather than volume:volume as for other attractants.
Well-fed adult animals were washed three times with wash buffer (0.5% Gelatin, 5 mM potassium phosphate (pH 6.0), 1 mM CaCI 2 and 1 mM MgSO 4 ), then placed near the center of a plate equidistant from the attractants (and the control spot when present). Approximately, 1 h after the assay began, the numbers of animals at the three areas (2 cm radius of each attractant) were determined, as well as the total number of animals in the assay, the number of animals that were not at any attractant area, and the number of animals that stayed in the starting point (did not cross a 1 cm diameter circle around the center of the plate). A specific C.I. was calculated as A Chemotaxis Index ¼
Number of animals at attractant A Number of animals at attractants A and B
The C.I. can vary from 0 to 1. The animals were anaesthetized when they reached the attractant. One microlitre of sodium azide 1 M was placed at each one of the three spots, 15 min in advanced. Sodium azide anaesthetized animals within about a 1 cm radius of the attractant. For discrimination assays, acetone was added to a final concentration of 1.2 µl per 10-ml plate and mixed with the liquid agar once it had cooled to 55°C, and the odor spots were placed 3.5 cm from the center. For assays where odor C is embedded in the agar, 2-butanone was added to a final concentration of 140 µl per 14-ml plate (dilution factor of 10 −2 ) and mixed with the liquid agar once it had cooled to 50°C and the odor spots were placed 3.5 cm from the center.
"Bug" or "Feature" assays. We measured the relative preference between 2 µl of benzaldehyde (10 −2 ) (A) and 2 µl of 2-butanone (10 −2 ) (B), and compared it to the relative preference between 2 µl of benzaldehyde (10 −2 ) (A), and a mixture of 1 µl of 2-butanone (1/50), and 1 µl of benzaldehyde (1/50) (A'B'). The 2-butanone spot (B) and the 2-butanone + benzaldehyde (A'B') spot, contain the same amount of 2butanone molecules, as well as an equal volume of ethanol. The "A'B'" spot contains, in addition to 2-butanone, the same amount of benzaldehyde molecules as presented by "A". Each assay included 3 "A vs. B" plates, coupled to 3 "A vs. A'B'" plates. Each data point represents the mean of six essays performed on two different days.
Statistical analysis. Data are presented as mean ± standard error of mean (SEM). Statistical significance of differences in chemotaxis index between control and test plates in a certain concentration were analyzed by a two-tailed Wilcoxon signedranks test. We corrected for multiple comparisons using the Benjamini-Hochberg false-discovery rate, with a false-discovery rate of 0.05. The q values reported in this study are adjusted to multiple comparisons (q < 0.05 was regarded as significant; *q < 0.05, **q < 0.01, ***q < 0.001, and ****q < 0.0001).
Normalization model of sensory gain control. To examine whether both IIA and non-IIA choice behavior can be explained by a circuit-specific model of sensory gain control in chemosensation, we implemented a simple divisive normalizationbased computational model of chemosensory value coding. Gain control is a widespread representational principle in early sensory processing in which the overall level of coding activity is regulated by the specific context present at the time of encoding. For example, Drosophila antennal lobe neural activity representing a specific odor will depend on whether other odors are present, and primate primary visual cortical responses to a center stimulus will be suppressed by stimuli in the sensory surround. Many of these gain control interactions can be explained a normalization computation, in which the feedforward-driven response of a neuron is divided by a term that represents a larger pool of neurons. This normalization pool (acting via the equation denominator) provides a mechanism for contextual modulation of the stimulus-specific response (in the numerator). For example, the response of Drosophila antennal lobe neurons is increased by a test odorant but suppressed by a mask odorant, a pattern described by normalization-based gain control.
To examine the predictions of a gain control model of chemosensation, we constructed a model of pathway-specific sensory gain control in C. elegans chemosensation and explored its qualitative predictions in trinary odorant choice behavior. In this model, neural activity R i of a chemosensory neuron representing the decision value of an odorant stimulus i depends on its concentration (or intensity) I i via a divisive normalization representation
where the semisaturation term σ controls how the function approaches saturation. Context-dependence in this model is instantiated as cross-odorant gain control when a given chemosensory neuron responds to more than one odor and both odors are present in the choice set. For example, in the most basic version of this model, the responses to two odors A and B will be described by the equations
where I A and I B are properties of the odor stimuli (i.e., concentrations) and the responses R A and R B denote neural activity representing the value of the odors. Note that this is an algorithmic model intended to model information processing rather than a biophysical implementation; however, because C. elegans neurons are generally thought to not exhibit action potentials, R can be viewed as a graded voltage signal. Furthermore, since this activity integrates across chemosensory neurons, it represents information at a downstream stage: synaptic input to interneurons, interneuron activity, or a more global measure of preference (e.g., turn/run balance in the klinokinesis-governing circuit).
In this model, odorants represented by multiple chemosensory neurons (e.g., benzaldehyde activating both AWC ON and AWC OFF ) receive a weighted averaging across the active neurons. For example, the response to benzaldehyde (denoted A here) in the presence of 2-butanone (AWC ON only, here denoted B) is described as
where the final response is a weighted sum of the responses of AWC ON (left term) and AWC OFF (right term). Note that for simplicity and parsimony, we assume that neurons that are encoding a single odor at a given time (AWC OFF in the example above) also have an analogous form of gain control over the single represented odor. Decisions are implemented by a simple noisy decision rule, assuming a fixed Gaussian noise term (equal across all options in a choice set).
Reporting summary. Further information on research design is available in the Nature Research Reporting Summary linked to this article.
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